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business.Q: Execute raw SQL in an android service
class In an android service class, I have a class
that must access and modify a SQLite database
located on the SD card. I'd like to modify this
database without having to write any SQL queries
as it's super complicated, and I'd rather not have
to constantly modify the queries as I can't
effectively predict future needs. It seems like the
way to do this is to create a class that extends
SQLiteOpenHelper and just execute raw SQL
queries. So is it possible to execute raw SQL
queries using the API for executing SQL
statements contained in the service class? A:
There's no reason you can't do this from a service.
Just make sure the SQLiteOpenHelper's
constructor throws an exception when called from
a background thread. You'll need to switch to
SQLiteDatabase.execSQL from ContentProvider's
insert method though. Also ensure you close the
connection, that's where the exception will be
thrown. The only downside is that you are using a
raw SQL query. However, I'd say that
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